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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART

Unit 1 IN QUEST FOR THE REAL YOU

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
I Am Who I Am 
(Sentence and 

Fragment; Parts 
of a Sentence: 

Subject and 
Predicate)

Note Significant 
details in 
a narrative 
listened to

Use a subject 
or predicate 
to change a 
fragment into 
a complete 
sentence

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
with simple, 
compound, 
and complete 
subjects and 
predicates

Recount events 
effectively

Write an 
autobiography 
using a graphic 
organizer

Spell commonly 
misspelled words 
naming traits or 
behavior

 1. gregarious
 2. querulous
 3. anxious
 4. precocious
 5. tenacious
 6. inquisitive
 7. naive
 8. sophisticated
 9. conceited
 10. tranquil

Spell words related to 
Science

 11. scientific
 12. variables
 13. hypothesis
 14. observations
 15. conclusion

 



x

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

2
Humility Pays 

(Different Kinds 
of Sentences 

According to Use)

Note details 
to state the 
main idea of a 
passage listened 
to

Note the 
speaker’s tone, 
mood, and 
purpose

Write different 
kinds of 
sentences 
according to use

 

State facts 
and give 
explanations 
while using 
appropriate 
facial 
expressions

Write a letter of 
appreciation

Spell words ending in 
-ess and -ics
1. homeliness
2. gustiness
3. readiness
4. silkiness
5. mistiness
6. hydroponics
7. orthopedics
8. electronics
9. semantics

10. calisthenics 

Spell  words related 
to Science

11. stomata
12. cytoplasm
13. photosynthesis
14. pistil
15. transpiration

3
Similarity 

in Diversity 
(Word Order in 

Sentences)

Note details in 
a selection 
listened to

Write sentences 
in different 
word orders 

Express 
preferences, 
likes, and 
dislikes and 
reflect on the 
ideas and 
opinions of 
others and 
respond 
thoughtfully 

Revise writing 
for clarity 
using correct 
punctuation 
marks and 
signal words 

Spell words with 
silent b, l, and t

 1. doubtful
 2. bomber
 3. plumber
 4. subtle
 5. palmistry
 6. salmon
 7. psalm
 8. ricochet
 9. rapport
 10. ballet

Spell words related to 
Computer Education 

 11. desktop
 12. designing
 13. embossed
 14. typeset
 15. software

 



xi

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

4
Mite is Might 

(Quantifiers for 
Mass Nouns; 

Irregular Nouns 
and Verb 

Agreement)

Note details and 
action words 
from a story 
listened to

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using mass 
and irregular 
nouns and verb 
agreement

Give information 
or annotation 
on a given topic 
through a news 
report.

Determine 
images/
ideas that are 
explicitly used 
to influence 
viewers

Spell  words with ie 
and ei, -ence and 
-ance

 1. attendance
 2. remittance
 3. opulence
 4. inference
 5. pestilence
 6. receipt
 7. deceive
 8. ceiling
 9. believed
 10. relief

Spell  words related 
to Art

 11. hues 
 12. monochromatic
 13. complementary
 14. intensity
 15. analogous

5
See with Your 

Heart (Collective 
Nouns; 

Appositives)

Identify cause 
and effect and 
note details 
in a selection 
listened to

Provide evidence 
to support 
understanding

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
collective nouns 
and appositives 
with verb 
agreement 

Narrate an event 
or an experience 
using formal 
and informal 
English

Write a two- to 
three-paragraph 
composition 
based on a 
prepared outline

Spell words with 
suffixes -ist and -ish

 1. philanthropist  
 2. agriculturist
 3. linguist
 4. florist
 5. physicist
 6. bookish
 7. gibberish

Spell words related to 
Social Studies

 11. barangay
 12. rajah
 13. sultanate
 14. Koran
 15. monotheistic
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Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

 8. bluish
 9. brackish
 10. sluggish

6
Far and Beyond 

(Possessive 
Nouns)

Listen to a 
selection to note 
details

Analyze the 
sounds of 
onomatopoeia, 
alliteration, and 
assonance

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
possessive 
nouns and verb 
agreement

Give precise 
information on a 
given topic

Write a two- to 
three-paragraph 
composition 
using a graphic 
organizer

Spell  words 
pertaining to 
physical appearance 

 1. serene
 2. vivacious
 3. petite
 4. skinny
 5. mammoth
 6. muscular
 7. sheepish
 8. statuesque
 9.  lanky
 10. dusky

Spell words related to 
Reading

 11. simile 
 12. metaphor
 13. onomatopoeia
 14. hyperbole
 15. alliteration
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Unit 2 CHAIN OF CHANGE

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
Inner Beauty 
(Pronouns 
and Their 

Antecedents)

Make inferences 
from a story 
listened to

Identify the 
elements of 
literary texts

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
showing correct 
agreement 
between the 
pronoun and its 
antecedent

Offer/give 
excuses/ 
explanation

Write an ending 
to a passage

Spell words with 
suffixes -ful, -able, 
and -ible

 1. pitiful 
 2. frightful
 3. delightful
 4. forgivable
 5. movable
 6. measurable
 7. workable
 8. reducible
 9. combustible
 10. reversible

Spell words related
To Science 
 11. pediatrician 
 12. podiatrist
 13. oncologist
 14. physician
 15. optometrist

2
On the Threshold 

of Change 
(Interrogative, 
Demonstrative, 

Indefinite, 
and Relative 
Pronouns)

Note details from 
a song/poem/
parable listened 
to

Analyze writer’s 
message

Use interrogative, 
demonstrative, 
indefinite, 
and relative 
pronouns 

Respond to ideas 
and opinions 
after reflection

Write clear 
announce-ments

Spell words with 
double consonants 
mm, rr, ll, and tt 

 1. immigrant
 2. hammock
 3. diarhea
 4. terrain
 5. garrison

Spell words related to 
Physical Education 
(PE) 

 11. cartwheel
 12. waltz
 13. handstand
 14. pyramid
 15. arabesque



xiv

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

 6. allocate
 7. filly
 8. galleon
 9. omitted
 10. gutter

3
Life’s Mysteries 

Unfolded 
(Reflexive 
Pronouns 

and Intensive 
Pronouns)

Note details and 
make a story 
grammar from 
a selection 
listened to 

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using reflexive/ 
intensive 
pronouns and 
verb agreement

Make a stand 
and state 
assumptions and 
beliefs clearly

Negate or 
contradict 
properly

Remind others to 
stay on topic

Follow agreed-
upon rules for 
discussion

Fill out forms 
accurately

Spell words ending in 
-ience and -iance 

 1. patience
 2. convenience
 3. resilience
 4. obedience
 5. reliance
 6. alliance
 7. defiance
 8. variance
 9. compliance
 10. brilliance

Spell words related to 
Math and Science 

 11. centimeter
 12. decimeter
 13. milimeter
 14. Celsius
 15. Fahrenheit

4
In the Face of 

Reality (Verbs: 
Transitive, 

Intransitive, 

Give appropriate 
titles to passages 
listened to

Make clear 
announcements

Write phrases or 
a passage from 
dictation

Spell words ending in 
-cy or -sy

 1. potency 
 2. policy
 3. literacy

Spell  words related 
to Science 

11. pharynx  
12. alveoli
13. trachea
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Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

and Linking; 
Regular and 

Irregular verbs)

Use understanding 
of verbal cues to 
critically analyze 
the speaker’s 
purpose, intent 
or message

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
transitive, 
intransitive, 
linking, regular 
and irregular 
verbs

Write/compose 
signs or 
reminders using 
verbs in the 
present tense

 4. truancy
 5. legacy
 6. drowsy
 7. courtesy
 8. clumsy
 9. embassy
 10. glossy

14. epiglottis
15. larynx

5
No More “Later” 

(Agreement 
of the Subject 

and Verb in the 
Simple Tenses)

Listen to dialogs 
and utterances 
and distinguish 
shifts in 
intonation

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
the correct verb 
forms in the 
simple tenses

Express approval 
or disapproval 
with appropriate 
body 
movements and 
other nonverbal 
responses  

Revise writing 
for clarity using 
transition or 
signal words

 
Spell words with 

suffixes -ant and 
-ent

 1. persistent 
 2. insistent
 3. coherent
 4. diligent
 5. confident
 6. ignorant
 7. triumphant
 8. hesitant
 9. reluctant
 10. abundant 

Spell words related 
to Christian Living 
Education 

 11. sacrament 
 12. covenant
 13. anointment
 14. baptismal
 15. Eucharist
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Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

6
The Tree Ranger 
(Modals and Tag 

Questions)

Distinguish fact 
from opinion

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
modal auxiliary 
verbs or modals

Use tag questions 
correctly

Participate in a 
focus group 
discussion 
following 
agreed upon 
rules

Write a three-
paragraph 
descriptive 
essay

Spell words ending in 
-ible or -able 

 1. edible
 2. credible
 3. visible
 4. collectible
 5. possible
 6. terrible
 7. forgivable
 8. huggable
 9. probable
 10. laudable

Spell words related  
to Science

 11. fossil
 12. archaeology
 13. anthropology
 14. Neolithic
 15. Paleolithic
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Unit 3 FINDING THE WAY OUT IS THE ONLY WAY OUT

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
Life’s Funny 

Side (Aspects of 
Verbs)

Listen to 
answer riddles 
and enjoy 
wholesome 
jokes

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
the correct 
aspects of verbs 
(the perfect 
tense) and the 
progressive 
tense 

Provide accurate 
instructions

Write a report on 
a story

Spell words ending in 
-ous or -uous 

 1. continuous
 2. humorous
 3. numerous
 4. presumptuous
 5. rigorous
 6. strenuous
 7. sumptuous
 8. tremendous 
 9. virtuous
 10. vigorous 

Spell words related to 
Science  

 11. adaptation 
 12. aphids
 13. camouflage
 14. cockroach
 15. hibernation

2
Who Is Afraid of 
Parents? (Active 

and Passive 
Voice of Verbs)

Identify implied 
idea in 
statements

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
the active and 
the passive 
voice of verbs

Express and 
distinguish 
needs and wants

Use appropriate 
strategies 
to keep the 
discussion going

Write an ending 
to a story

Spell words ending in 
-or, -er, or -ar  

 1. dipper
 2. trotter
 3. voter
 4. blinder
 5. avenger

Spell words related to 
Mathematics 

11. parallelogram  
12. rhombus
13. trapezoid
14. heptagon
15. nonagon



xviii

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

 6. governor
 7. actor
 8. ocular
 9. bursar
 10. burglar

3
Different Folks, 

Different Strokes 
(Kinds of 

Adjectives)

Listen to a 
narrative, a 
fable or parable, 
to identify 
descriptive 
words

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
descriptive 
words or 
adjective

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
descriptive, 
limiting, 
and pronoun 
adjectives

State contrasts 
and similarities

Write a 
descriptive 
paragraph

Spell words ending in 
-eous and -ious  

 1. advantageous
 2. ambitious
 3. courageous
 4. gregarious
 5. harmonious
 6. herbaceous
 7. hideous
 8. mysterious
 9. tedious
 10. voracious

Spell words related to 
Social Studies 

 11. affidavit
 12. attorney
 13. oath
 14. summons
 15. verdict



xix

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using derived 
adjectives 
and proper 
adjectives 
correctly in 
sentences

Form proper 
adjectives 
correctly 

4
Beyond Medicine 

(Degrees of 
Comparison of 

Adjectives)

Give the main 
idea of the 
paragraphs 
listened to

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
different degrees 
of comparison 
of adjectives

Express strong 
feelings and 
moods using 
appropriate 
facial 
expressions

Revise writing 
for clarity using 
correct spelling 
and degree of 
comparison

Spell words with 
double final 
consonants 

 1. gall
 2. trespass
 3. jazz
 4. gneiss
 5. troll
 6. bluff

Spell words related to 
Science

 11. fulcrum 
 12. axle
 13. wedge
 14. pulley
 15.  lever



xx

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

 7. pass
 8. buzz
 9. butt
 10.  profess

5
Words with 

Actions 
(Adjectives in  

a Series)

Listen to a 
selection to note 
details and infer 
the speaker’s 
tone, mood, and 
purpose

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
correct order of 
adjectives

Make promises 
appropriately 
and seek/grant 
permission

Write a three- 
paragraph 
feature article

Spell homophones 
 1. boar-bore 
 2. birth-berth
 3. role-roll
 4. yew-ewe
 5. sweet-suite
 6. bolder-boulder
 7. metal-mettle
 8. vain-vein
 9. rain-reign
 10. tied-tide

Spell words related to 
Science 

 11. nematodes
 12. annelids
 13. coelenterates
 14. exoskeleton
 15. echinoderm
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Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

6
In the Danger 

Zone (Adverbs: 
Kinds of Adverbs 
and Degrees of 
Comparison)

Summarize 
information 
from various 
text types

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences 
using adverbs 
correctly and 
use degrees of 
comparison 
correctly

Use verbal and 
non-verbal 
cues in a TV 
broadcast

Write a paragraph 
showing 
comparison and 
contrast

Spell words ending in 
-ise and -ize  

 1. televise 
 2. supervise
 3. revise
 4. surprise
 5. symbolize
 6. hypnotize
 7. penalize
 8. individualize
 9. finalize
 10. recognize

Spell words related to 
Music 

 11. pitch   
 12. ostinato
 13. rhythm
 14. dynamics
 15. tempo



xxii

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

1
Nature’s Cries 

(Forming Adverbs 
from Adjectives; 
Negative Adverb

Listen to a 
passage to 
identify point of 
view

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
adverbs formed 
from adjectives 
and use negative 
adverbs 
correctly and 
appropriately

Ask questions 
to check 
understanding 
of information

Change a 
narrative into a 
dialog

Spell words ending in 
-sion or -tion 

 1. condition
 2. conservation
 3. decision
 4. fusion
 5. mission
 6. nation
 7. pollution
 8. rationed
 9. solution
 10. version

Spell words related to 
Mathematics 

 11. decimal  
 12. fraction
 13. percent
 14. proportion
 15. ratio

2
The Challenge 
of the Future 

(Prepositions)

Infer the meaning 
and message of 
a song or poem 
listened to

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
prepositions 
correctly

Justify an action 
or a decision 
orally

Write a skit Spell compound 
words 

 1. long-distance 
 2. spot-check
 3. star-studded
 4. handpicked
 5. workforce

Spell words related to 
Science 

11. battery
12. kinetic
13. magnitude
14. fuse
15. circuit

Unit 4 DARE THE PAIN TO GAIN



xxiii

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

 6. timeline
 7. role-playing
 8. editor-in-chief 
 9. school paper
 10. day-to-day

3
Daily Checks! 
(Prepositional 

Phrases)

Listen to a 
story to infer 
character traits

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
prepositional 
phrases 
correctly

Express your 
expectations 
with conviction 

Write and send an 
e-mail

Spell commonly 
misspelled words 

 1. sergeant 
 2. privilege
 3. niece
 4. rhythm
 5. mileage
 6. vegetables
 7. furniture
 8. address
 9. strength
 10. lieutenant 

Spell words related to 
Science 

 11. scavenger 
 12. carnivore
 13. omnivore
 14. protozoan
 15. herbivore

4
What Lies 

Ahead? 
(Conjunctions; 

Compound 
Sentences)

Predict outcomes 
of passages 
listened to

Compose clear 
and coherent 
sentences using 
coordinating 
and correlative 
conjunctions

Ask and answer 
interview 
questions and 
link comments 
to the remarks 
of others

Write a slogan, 
a rhyme, and a 
jingle

Spell compound 
adjectives  

 1. awestruck
 2. cutthroat
 3. earsplitting
 4. easygoing

Spell words related to 
HELE 

 11. humus  
 12. loam
 13. pruning
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Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

Compose clear 
and coherent 
compound 
sentences

 5. eye-catching
 6. freelance
 7. nationwide
 8. painstaking
 9. shamefaced
 10. winsome

 14. pulverize
 15. trellis

5
You Make 

Your Dreams 
Come True 

(Subordinating 
Conjunctions; 
Complex and 
Compound-

Complex 
Sentences

Listen to reports 
to note details

Compose clear 
and coherent 
complex and 
compound-
complex 
sentences using 
subordinating 
conjunctions

Make statements 
that express 
certainty, 
uncertainty, 
possibility, 
impossibility, 
ability, and 
inability

Compose simple 
verses or short 
poems

Spell commonly 
misspelled words 

 1. eligible 
 2. eliminate
 3. embarrass
 4. equipment
 5. foreign
 6. fourth
 7. government
 8. lieutenant
 9. maneuver
 10. parallel

Spell words related to 
Home Economics 
and Livelihood 
Education 

 11. chisel  
 12. herbicide
 13. insecticide
 14. mulch
 15. vegetable



xxv

Lesson 
Number/Title

Listening Grammar Speaking Writing
Spelling

Base Words Cross-Curriculum 
Words

6
For Real and 

For Keeps 
(Basic Sentence 

Patterns)

Note the sequence 
of events in a 
story listened to

Use the three 
basic sentence 
patterns to 
form clear 
and coherent 
sentences

Describe people 
and places using 
appropriate 
body gestures

Write a book 
report

Spell words related to 
cooking

 1. blanch 
 2. julienne
 3. savory
 4. gourmet
 5. goulash
 6. broil
 7. condiment
 8. sauce
 9. appetizer
 10. cabbage

Spell words related to 
HELE  

 11. spaghetti 
 12. meringue
 13. sashimi
 14. cinnamon
 15. lasagna




